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Abstract—Recently, there have been efforts to improve the
performance in sign language recognition by designing self-
supervised learning methods. However, these methods capture
limited information from sign pose data in a frame-wise learn-
ing manner, leading to sub-optimal solutions. To this end,
we propose a simple yet effective self-supervised contrastive
learning framework to excavate rich context via spatial-temporal
consistency from two distinct perspectives and learn instance
discriminative representation for sign language recognition. On
one hand, since the semantics of sign language are expressed
by the cooperation of fine-grained hands and coarse-grained
trunks, we utilize both granularity information and encode them
into latent spaces. The consistency between hand and trunk
features is constrained to encourage learning consistent repre-
sentation of instance samples. On the other hand, inspired by
the complementary property of motion and joint modalities, we
first introduce first-order motion information into sign language
modeling. Additionally, we further bridge the interaction between
the embedding spaces of both modalities, facilitating bidirectional
knowledge transfer to enhance sign language representation. Our
method is evaluated with extensive experiments on four public
benchmarks, and achieves new state-of-the-art performance with
a notable margin. The source code are publicly available at
https://github.com/sakura/Code.

Index Terms—Sign language recognition, skeleton-based, self-
supervised learning, contrastive learning.

I. INTRODUCTION

Sign language serves as the primary communication tool
among deaf people. It is characterized by its unique grammar
and lexicon, thus difficult for hearing people to understand.
To facilitate communication between the deaf and the hearing
people, sign language recognition (SLR) is widely studied.
Isolated SLR aims to recognize the meaning of sign language
video at the word level. It is a challenging task due to
complex hand gestures, quick motion, and speed variation.
Although current isolated SLR methods have achieved remark-
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Fig. 1. Illustration of our proposed pre-training method. It explicitly mines the
spatial-temporal consistency in the sign pose sequence from two perspectives.
One focuses on different granularity information from hand and trunk. The
other involves different order information from joint and motion modalities.
Their consistencies are measured in the semantic space for discriminative sign
language representation.

able progress [1]–[6], they usually suffer over-fitting due to the
scarcity of annotated sign data source.

To mitigate this issue, several works [7]–[9] have attempted
to leverage pre-training techniques to boost the performance
on isolated SLR. Among them, SignBERT [8] first explores
the self-supervised pre-training in sign language. It captures
context information through predicting the spatial positions of
masked hand joints in a sign pose sequence. BEST [9] further
leverages BERT [10] pre-training success via utilizing frame-
wise discretized pose as the pseudo label. However, they only
mine the contextual information from raw pose spatial loca-
tions in a frame-wise manner, which ignores the discriminative
spatial-temporal patterns present in sign language video.

In this work, we are dedicated to learning discriminative
sign language representation via spatial-temporal consistency
modeling from two perspectives, as shown in Fig 1. On one
hand, we collaborate different granularities from both hands
and trunk, which preserves the integrity of the sign language
meaning. On the other hand, we bridge different order in-
formation from joint and motion modalities. Generally, there
exist discrepancies in performing lexical signs by different
signers in real-world scenarios. As a result, only utilizing static
joint modality leads to insufficient representation learning due
to the interference of differences in spatial position. The
motion information focuses on dynamic movements, which
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harmoniously complements the joint modality.
To this end, we propose a self-supervised contrastive learn-

ing framework to learn instance discriminative representation
from sign pose data. Specifically, given the sign pose sequence,
we first separate both hands and trunk to emphasize these
dominant parts. Thus, a sign pose sequence is regarded as
triplet parts, i.e., right hand, left hand and trunk. Meanwhile,
we extract the first-order motion information based on the
processed triplet joint parts. In this way, we construct the
sign pose sequence with two modalities, i.e., joint and motion.
Then, we feed them into two branches to separately learn
discriminative representation in their embedding space with In-
foNCE loss [11]. Additionally, we constrain the representation
of hand and trunk features to guarantee global semantic consis-
tency. Moreover, considering that joint and motion modalities
of a sign pose sequence share the same semantic concept, we
transfer available knowledge between the embedding spaces
of both modalities to consistently enhance the representative
capacity of our framework.

Our contributions are summarized as follows,
• We propose a self-supervised pre-training framework. It

aims to learn instance discriminative representation via
mining spatial-temporal consistency.

• We exploit the consistently spatial-temporal information
via two main perspectives. 1) We collaborate fine-grained
hand gestures and coarse-grained trunks to represent more
holistic sign language meaning. Moreover, both local fea-
tures are constrained to represent the consistent meaning
in a single modality. 2) We leverage the complemen-
tarity between joint and motion modalities, and further
establish representative consistency of both modalities via
the knowledge transfer module for comprehensive sign
language learning.

• Extensive experiments validate the effectiveness of our
proposed method, achieving new state-of-the-art perfor-
mance on four benchmarks with a notable margin.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section, we will briefly review several related top-
ics, including sign language recognition and self-supervised
representation learning.

A. Sign Language Recognition

RGB-based methods. Early works [12]–[14] on SLR
mainly utilized hand-craft features extracted from hand pose
variation and body motion with conventional tracking algo-
rithm, state transition models, etc. As the deep convolution
neural networks (CNNs) show their remarkable superiority in
computer vision, many works on SLR adopt CNNs as the
backbone [1]–[4], [15]–[19]. Li et al. [2] utilize a 3D-CNN
backbone to extract features with extra knowledge to improve
recognition performance. SEN [20] employs a lightweight
subnetwork to incorporate local spatial-temporal features into
sign language recognition and further improves performance.
Some other methods [15], [21] model the spatial and temporal
information separately with 2D CNNs as the backbone. NLA-
SLR [22] leverage RGB videos and the human keypoints

heatmaps with different temporal receptive fields to build a
four-stream framework based on S3D [23], which improves the
recognition accuracy through complex model design. Bilge et
al., [18] propose a zero-shot learning framework on ISLR task,
which leverages the descriptive text and attribute embeddings
to transfer knowledge to the instances of unseen sign classes.

Skeleton-based methods. Pose data is a compact represen-
tation of human behavior and contains natural physical con-
nections among skeleton joints [24], [25]. A bunch of meth-
ods [26]–[29] have achieved profound impact on skeleton-
based action recognition. Recently, some works [5], [6], [8],
[9], [30], [31] explore the effectiveness of sign pose data for
sign language recognition. Tunga et al. [5] utilize GCN and
transformer to model spatial-temporal information among sign
pose sequences. HP3D [32] extracts expressive 3D human pose
to exploit part-specific motion context to enhance sign lan-
guage representations. Kindiroglu et al., [33] explores the fea-
sibility of transferring knowledge among different benchmarks
with GCN-based approaches. TSSI [34] converts a skeleton
sequence into an RGB image and utilizes an RGB-based
backbone to model sequential skeleton features, achieving
promising improvement. Another method, BEST [9], leverages
the BERT pre-training success into SLR and improves recog-
nition accuracy. SignBERT [8] and SignBERT+ [35] propose a
generative pretext task for self-supervised pre-training, which
reconstructs masked hand pose joints from corrupted pose
sequences. However, both methods exclusively employ fine-
grained hand information within the joint modality to learn
frame-wise hand features, thereby neglecting the incorporation
of holistic semantic meaning.

In contrast to them, we leverage different grained and
modality information to cultivate a more comprehensive rep-
resentation. In order to ensure global semantic consistency,
we design innovative constraints on inter- and intra-modality.
Thus, our proposed model directly learns instance discrimina-
tive representation, marking a departure from the limitations
posed by the aforementioned methods.

B. Self-supervised Representation Learning

Self-supervised learning aims to learn feature representation
from massive unlabeled data, which usually generates super-
vision by pretext tasks. There exist many various pretext tasks
for self-supervised representation learning, i.e., jigsaw puz-
zles [36], [37], predicting rotation [38], masked patches recon-
struction [39]–[41], contrast similarity between samples [11],
[42]–[46]. In the video domain, a bunch of advanced works
explore how to effectively utilize self-supervised learning
techniques for video understanding [47]–[53]. Among them,
MME [47] proposes to reconstruct dense motion trajectories
from sparsely sampled videos to capture rich temporal cues
to improve the video representation performance. Moreover,
Ding et al. [49] present a strategy to prune spatio-temporal
tokens integrally, leading to further computation reduction at
an acceptable cost of accuracy degradation. Recently, con-
trastive learning methods have attracted increasing attention
for video representations due to their simple structure and
powerful characterization capability [45], [54]–[58]. Among
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Fig. 2. The overall pipeline of the proposed framework during pre-training. The input sequence consists of triplet parts, i.e., both hands and trunk. Meanwhile,
we extract the first-order motion from joints in different parts. Then we feed them into two branches to learn instance discriminative representation in a
contrastive learning paradigm supervised by contrastive loss LJ

CL and LM
CL, respectively. The key encoder is momentum updated by the query encoder. In

addition, we constrain the consistency of hand and trunk features in each branch, i.e., LJ
con and LM

con. Furthermore, we design the bidirectional knowledge
transfer module to convey reliable information during cross-modal interaction supervised by LKT . “J” and “M” denote the abbreviations of joint and motion.

them, VideoMoCo [56] presents an unsupervised learning
method by migrating the success of MoCo [44] from images
to videos and achieves competitive performance. Huang et
al. [52] decouple motion and contexts in compressed RGB
video, to better capture motion information. Chen et al. [48]
integrate the relative speed perception task and an appearance-
focused task to simultaneously capture motion and appear-
ance cues, enhancing discriminative video representation. In
the sign language domain, current self-supervised learning
methods [7]–[9], [30] design various masking strategies to
learn frame-wise representation, neglecting the importance of
dynamic movements. To this end, we draw inspiration from
the idea of MoCo [44] and design a novel framework in a
contrastive learning paradigm for SLR.

C. Video Consistency Representation Learning

Video consistency representation learning targets to cap-
ture consistent spatial-temporal features from various videos.
Generally, there exist two learning paradigms for existing
methods: one focuses on understanding the consistency among
various transformations in videos, while the other distills
knowledge from a pre-trained teacher model. For instance,
ASCNet [59] proposes to discriminative video features from
different playback speeds and appearance information of input
videos. HiCo [60] learns a hierarchy of consistencies i.e.,
visual and topical consistency, in untrimmed videos via con-
strastive learning. In addition, MVD [61] learns consistent rep-
resentations of input videos by distilling effective knowledge
from pretrained video and image models into the learnable
student model.

In our work, the intra-modal constraint loss aims to ensure
the global semantic consistency of local features, i.e., hand
and trunk poses. The inter-modal knowledge transfer module
transfers reliable information from a learnable teacher model,
instead of a fixed and well-trained teacher model to each other,
thereby learning comprehensive representations of sign pose
sequences.

III. APPROACH

Overview. Fig. 2 illustrates our pre-training framework. Given
a sign pose sequence, we first crop both hands and trunk parts
from the original sequence and resize each part to a fixed size.
Meanwhile, we extract the first-order motion sequence based
on the processed skeleton sequence. For joint and motion
branches, we separately construct two augmented samples
of the input sequence through a series of spatio-temporal
data augmentations. Next, we feed both augmented samples
into the corresponding encoders, i.e., query and key encoder.
The outputs of both encoders are utilized for memory-bank
contrastive loss to learn instance discriminative representation.
In addition, we expect the hand and trunk feature to learn
consistent representation with an extra constraint. Furthermore,
to enhance sign language representation with joint and motion
branches, we design the bidirectional knowledge transfer mod-
ule to convey useful information between different embedding
spaces.

In the following, we will begin by presenting the merits of
MoCo [44] as the preliminary work in Sec. III-A. Then, we
introduce the single modality branch in Sec. III-B. Next, we
present the bidirectional reliable knowledge transfer module in
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Sec. III-C. Finally, we summarize the overall training objective
in Sec. III-D and more model details in Sec. III-E.

A. Preliminaries

Contrastive learning has been widely utilized thanks to its
capability of instance discrimination. As one of the prevailing
methods, MoCo [44] achieves impressive performance with
several subtle designs. i) The momentum updated encoder:
given two encoders Enc q(·) and Enc k(·) that embed
xq and xk into hidden space: f = Enc q(xq, θq), f̃ =
Enc k(xk, θk), in which θ denotes the learnable parameters
of the encoder. Enc k is the updated version of Enc q : θk ←
mθk+(1−m)θq , where m is a momentum coefficient. ii) The
memory bank stores the batch embeddings f̃ in a first-in-first-
out (FIFO) manner in each training step to get rid of redundant
computation, and provides negative samples for the next steps.
In this work, we leverage the advantages of MoCo [44] to learn
discriminative sign language representation.

B. Single Modality Branch

Given a sign pose sequence Vori = {xi|1 ≤ i ≤ T}
with the length of T frames, we crop hand and trunk parts
to emphasize these dominant regions, then resize them to
the fixed resolution. The hand and trunk joint sequences are
presented as V J

h = {xi,h|1 ≤ i ≤ T ;h ∈ {left, right}} and
V J

tr = {xi,tr|1 ≤ i ≤ T}, respectively. Next, the first-order
motion information is computed as follows,

VM
h ={mi,h:xi,h − xi−1,h|2 ≤ i ≤ T,m1,h =

→
0},

VM
tr ={mi,tr:xi,tr − xi−1,tr|2 ≤ i ≤ T,m1,tr =

→
0},

(1)

where VM
h and VM

tr denote the motion sequences of hand
and trunk, respectively.

→
0 means that all values of the vector

are zero. Finally, four sub-sequences are obtained from the
original sign pose sequence, i.e., V J

h , V J
tr, VM

h and VM
tr ,

in which J and M denote the abbreviation of joint and
motion, respectively. We feed them into two branches based
on the modalities to learn the effective representation in their
respective embedding spaces. Since both branches have a
similar structure, for the sake of simplicity, we introduce a
single branch of joint modality in the following.

Data augmentation. Given the processed sub-sequences
V J

h and V J
tr, we utilize the jointly spatio-temporal augmen-

tations to generate two different samples X J
q and X J

k , each
of which includes the augmented hand and trunk sequences.
i) Spatial augmentations consist of a random combination of
rotation, scale, joint mask and random flip operators. It is
noted that the random flip simulates the conditions of left- or
right-handedness signers. ii) Temporal augmentations aim to
provide dynamic temporal varieties, i.e., sampling frequency
and sampling interval, simulating the behavior of different
signers. Specifically, we first perform temporal random crop
on the input sequence to randomly generate a cropped clip
from the interval [αT, T ] frames. Then, we sample the fixed
length of T ′ frames by bilinear interpolation among selected
clips. It is mentioned that augmentations maintain consistent
hyper-parameters for the input hand and trunk sub-sequences,

while remaining independent for two augmented samples X J
q

and X J
k .

Encoders. Each branch includes a query encoder Enc q
and a key encoder Enc k. Both encoders embed X J

q and
X J

k into hidden space: [fJ
h , f

J
tr] = Enc q(X J

q ; θJq ) and
[f̃ Jh , f̃J

tr] = Enc k(X J
k ; θJk ), where f Jh , f̃ Jh , f Jtr , f̃

J
tr ∈ Rc. We

adopt “GCN+Transformer” [8] architecture with some modi-
fications as an encoder, which is suitable for modeling graph-
structure skeleton data. Finally, we obtain the embeddings of
the hand and trunk sub-sequences as the output of encoders.

Contrastive loss. Contrastive loss aims to force the model
to learn the invariant representation from different data aug-
mentations. It regards one sample’s different augments as its
positive samples and other samples as negative samples. Since
the output of both encoders consists of the emebeddings of
hand and trunk, we utilize two memory banks in the joint
branch, i.e., MJ

h and MJ
tr. Based on the above settings, the

contrastive loss is derived from the InfoNCE loss [11], which
is computed as follows,

LJ
CL=

∑
z∈{f J

h ,f J
tr}

−log exp(zTz̃/τc)

exp(zTz̃/τc) +
N∑
i=1

(exp(zTni)/τc)

, (2)

where τc is a temperature coefficient [62] that controls the
distribution of instances and ni is the key embedding of
negative sample stored in the memory bank with respect to
z. N denotes the size of a queue-based memory bank.

Consistency constraint. Under the supervision of the con-
trastive loss, the encoder is enforced to learn invariant rep-
resentation, thereby focusing on semantic information shared
among positive pairs. Importantly, complete sign language in-
formation relies on the close cooperation of the hand and trunk
parts, while simple contrastive supervision only considers the
different spatial representations without guaranteeing global
semantic consistency. To this end, we design a consistency
constraint to keep the similar distribution of both local features
in semantic space. Given the local features f Jh , f Jtr , f̃

J
h and

f̃ Jtr , we perform this constraint LJ
con by minimizing the KL

divergence, which is computed as follows,

p(f , τ) = softmax(f /τ); KL(p||q) =
k∑

i=1

pi · log
pi
qi
,

LJ
con= KL(p(f̃ Jh , τ1)||p(f Jtr , τ1))+KL(p(f̃ Jtr , τ1)||p(f Jh , τ1)),

(3)

where softmax(·) denotes the function to model the distri-
bution of each feature and τ1 is a temperature coefficient.
Moreover, since the f̃ Jh , f̃ Jtr from the key encoder are not
trained with gradient, the consistent constraint between local
features better guides framework to stable convergence.

Similar to the joint modality branch, the motion modality
branch is trained with the motion data VM

h and VM
tr under

the supervision of LM
CL and LM

con. Though both branches
could exploit semantic information from either static joint or
dynamic motion modality, the learned representation between
both modalities still suffers domain gap, making it difficult
to take overall sign language characteristics into account.
Moreover, the prominent information from different modalities
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posses strong complementarity and is beneficial to compre-
hensive sign language representation. Therefore, it is crucial
to facilitate the exchange of effective knowledge stored in the
embedding spaces of both modalities.

C. Bidirectional Reliable Knowledge Transfer

Joint modality mainly contains the intra-frame spatial po-
sition information of the skeleton sequence, while motion
modality concentrates more on relative movements of the
inter-frame skeleton. If such complementary information, i.e.,
different in joint but similar in motion, and vice versa, could
be fully mined and utilized, the holistic sign language repre-
sentation can be more discriminative and comprehensive. This
inspiration enables each modality to transfer reliable knowl-
edge, thereby consistently enhancing available representation.

Reliable knowledge modeling. To convey effective infor-
mation between modalities, we first need to utilize a proper
way to model the knowledge preserved in each modality.
Inspired by these knowledge transfer methods [63]–[65], we
adopt the pairwise relationship between samples for modality-
specific knowledge modeling. For instance, given an embed-
ding z and a set of anchors {ni}Ki=1, we compute the similarity
between them as sim(z, ni) = zTni. In our framework,
considering that the representation of each modality contains
the embeddings of hand and trunk, we regard the summation of
both embeddings as the overall meaning of sign pose sequence
in each modality f J , f̃ J , fM , f̃M , i.e., f J: f Jh + f Jtr . Meantime,
there are a handful of samples stored in the memory bank.
We can easily obtain the required anchors without additional
model inference, which is computed as follows,

SJ = {sji : xi + yi|xi ∈MJ
h , yi ∈MJ

tr}Ni=1,

SM = {smi : xi + yi|xi ∈MM
h , yi ∈MM

tr }Ni=1,
(4)

where SJ and SM denote the set of anchors for joint and
motion modality, respectively. In order to ensure that reliable
knowledge is established, we select the index of top-K similar
embeddings around a specific embedding z in a set anchor
S as N+ = Γ(S, z ). The resulting pairwise similarities are
converted into probability distributions with a temperature
coefficient τ , which is computed as follows,

p(z, τ,S;N+)=

{
exp(zTni/τ)∑K
j=1 exp(z

Tnj/τ)

∣∣ni, nj∈ S, i, j ∈ N+

}
,

(5)
where p(z, τ,S;N+) describes the distribution around the
embedding z in the embedding space of each modality.

Knowledge transfer. Based on the aforementioned prob-
ability distribution, we intuitively transfer reliable knowledge
by establishing the consistency constraint between both modal-
ities. Different from the previous approaches that transfer
knowledge from a fixed and well-trained teacher model to a
trainable student, the knowledge in our framework is contin-
uously updated during self-supervised pre-training and each
modality can be treated as both teacher and student. To this
end, we design a bidirectional reliable knowledge transfer
module. Specifically, each modality includes two augmented
views of the same sign pose sequence encoded into the query
fJ or fM , and the key f̃J or f̃M . The key distribution

obtained from one modality is utilized to guide the query
distribution in another modality, so that the knowledge is
transferred accordingly.

Instancely, for the key embedding f̃A from modality A and
the query embedding fB from modality B, we select the top-K
nearest neighbors of f̃A as anchors and compute the similarity
distribution according to Eq. 5. The knowledge transfer from
modality A to modality B is computed as follows,

LA→B
KT = KL

(
p(f̃A, τt,SA;NA

+ )||p(fB, τs,SB ;NA
+ )

)
, (6)

where KL denotes the Kullback-Leibler divergence, and
NA

+ = Γ(SA, f̃A), denotes the index set of top-K anchors
around f̃A. τt and τs are the asymmetric temperatures for
teacher and student, respectively. Empirically, we set a smaller
temperature for the teacher to emphasize the high-confidence
information. Since the knowledge transfer module performs
bidirectionally, given the two modalities joint and motion, the
bi-reliable knowledge transfer loss is computed as follows,

LKT = LJ→M
KT + LM→J

KT . (7)

D. Overall Objective

Overall, the total loss during self-supervised pre-training is
the combination of single branches objective and knowledge
transfer objective, which is computed as follows,

L = λJ(LJ
CL + LJ

con)︸ ︷︷ ︸
joint

+λM (LM
CL + LM

con)︸ ︷︷ ︸
motion

+LKT , (8)

where λJ and λM are the loss weights, which are set to 0.5
and 0.5, respectively.

E. Model Details

During pre-training, an MLP head is attached to each
encoder to map the representation into a 128-dimensional
embedding. During fine-tuning, we only utilize the query
encoder as the pipeline, deprecating the key encoder. We
simply replace the final MLP in our framework with a fully-
connected layer, and supervise the prediction results of the
summation of both branches with the cross entropy objective.
For clarity, we refer to our method as Ours. In addition,
we utilize a late fusion strategy to enhance the RGB-base
methods with the prediction results of our method, namely
Ours (+R). Specifically, we simply sum the prediction results
of our method and another RGB-based method.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

A. Implementation Details

Data preparation. Our proposed method utilizes the pose
data to represent the hand and body information. Since no
available pose annotation is provided in sign language datasets,
we utilize the off-the-shelf pose estimator MMPose [66] to
extract the 2D pose keypoints. In each frame, the 2D skeleton
includes 49 joints, containing 7 trunk joints and 42 hand
joints. Moreover, due to the limited regions of both hands in
original frame, we crop them based on their coordinates and
resize them into a fixed resolution 256×256. Then,we directly
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TABLE I
COMPARISON WITH STATE-OF-THE-ART METHODS ON MSASL DATASET. “†” INDICATES THE MODEL WITH SELF-SUPERVISED LEARNING, AND “∗”

INDICATES THE METHOD UTILIZED FOR LATE FUSION. OUR METHOD ACHIEVES BETTER PERFORMANCE COMPARISON WITH
OTHER SELF-SUPERVISED METHODS.

Methods

MSASL100 MSASL200 MSASL1000
P-I P-C P-I P-C P-I P-C

T-1 T-5 T-1 T-5 T-1 T-5 T-1 T-5 T-1 T-5 T-1 T-5

Skeleton-based
ST-GCN [25] 59.84 82.03 60.79 82.96 52.91 76.67 54.20 77.62 36.03 59.92 32.32 57.15
SignBERT [8]† 76.09 92.87 76.65 93.06 70.64 89.55 70.92 90.00 49.54 74.11 46.39 72.65
BEST [9]† 80.98 95.11 81.24 95.44 76.60 91.54 76.75 91.95 58.82 81.18 54.87 80.05
SignBERT+ [35]† 84.94 95.77 85.23 95.76 78.51 92.49 79.35 93.03 62.42 83.49 60.15 82.44
MASA [69]† 83.22 95.24 83.19 95.46 79.25 92.86 79.70 93.33 63.47 83.89 60.79 83.29
Ours 86.26 96.96 86.63 96.79 82.93 94.78 83.43 95.03 65.22 85.09 62.68 84.38

RGB-based
I3D [70]∗ - - 81.76 95.16 - - 81.97 93.79 - - 57.69 81.05
TCK [2] 83.04 93.46 83.91 93.52 80.31 91.82 81.14 92.24 - - - -
BSL [7] - - - - - - - - 64.71 85.59 61.55 84.43
HMA [15] 73.45 89.70 74.59 89.70 66.30 84.03 67.47 84.03 49.16 69.75 46.27 68.60
SignBERT (+R) [8] 89.56 97.36 89.96 97.51 86.98 96.39 87.62 95.43 71.24 89.12 67.96 88.40
BEST (+R) [9] 89.56 96.96 90.08 97.07 86.83 95.66 87.45 95.72 71.21 88.85 68.24 87.98
SignBERT+(+R) [35] 90.75 97.75 91.52 97.73 88.08 96.47 88.62 96.47 73.71 90.12 70.77 89.30
Ours (+R) 90.76 98.41 91.97 98.42 88.82 96.32 89.22 96.37 74.78 90.03 72.18 89.97

compute hand motions according to resized coordinates and
normalize them with the fixed resolution. Thus, hand motion
mainly contains hand pose variation, the global movement of
hand in original frame is contained in wrist joint of trunk part.

Parameters setup. In our approach, we sample a fixed
number of frames T ′ = 64 from each sign language sequence
as input. The output dimension of each encoder is 512. The
momentum coefficient of key encoder m is set to 0.99. The
temperature coefficients τc, τ1, τt and τs are set to 0.07, 0.1,
0.05 and 0.1, respectively. The number of neighbors K and
the size of each memory bank are set to 8192 and 16384,
respectively. The SGD optimizer [67] is employed with 0.9
momentum. The learning rate is initialized to 0.01 with batch
size 64 per GPU, and reduced by a factor of 0.1 every 50
epochs. We totally train 150 epochs in the pre-training stage.
During fine-tuning, the SGD optimizer with the learning rate
of 0.01 and 0.9 momentum is utilized for training. The batch
size is set to 64 with total 60 epochs. All experiments are
implemented by PyTorch [68] on NVIDIA RTX 3090.

TABLE II
STATISTICS OF UTILIZED DATASETS DURING PRE-TRAINING. ASL

DENOTES AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGE, AND CSL DENOTES CHINESE
SIGN LANGUAGE.

Datasets Train Videos Test Videos Language Signers

WLASL [1] 21,330 4,172 ASL 119
MSASL [4] 18,205 2,878 ASL 222

NMFs-CSL [71] 25,608 6,402 CSL 10
SLR500 [72] 90,000 35,000 CSL 50

B. Datasets and Metrics

Datasets. We conduct experiments on four public sign
language benchmarks, i.e., MSASL [4], WLASL [1],
NMFs CSL [71] and SLR500 [72]. We utilize the whole

training sets of all datasets to pre-train our framework. Tab. II
presents the overview of the above-mentioned datasets.

MSASL is a large-scale American sign language (ASL)
dataset, consisting of 25,513 samples performed by over 200
signers. The vocabulary includes 1000 words. In particular, it
selects the top-k most frequent words with k = {100, 300},
and organizes them as two subsets, namely MSASL100 and
MSASL200, respectively. WLASL is another popular ASL
dataset with a vocabulary size of 2000. It totally consists
of 21,083 samples. Similar to MSASL, it also provides two
subsets, named WLASL100 and WLASL300, respectively.
Both ASL datasets collect data from websites and bring more
challenges due to the unconstrained real-life scenario.

NMFs CSL is a large-scale Chinese sign language (CSL)
dataset with a vocabulary size of 1067 words. All samples are
split into 25,608 and 6,402 samples for training and testing,
respectively. SLR500 is another largest CSL dataset containing
500 normal words performed by 50 signers. It contains a total
of 125,000 samples, of which 90,000 and 35,000 samples are
utilized for training and testing, respectively. Different from
WLASL and MSASL, both datasets are collected samples
from the controlled lab scene.

Metrics. For evaluation, we report the classification accu-
racy, including Top-1 and Top-5 for downstream SLR task.
Specifically, we adopt both per-instance (P-I) and per-class (P-
C) accuracy metrics following [2], [4]. Per-instance accuracy
is computed over the whole test data, while per-class accuracy
is the average of the sign categories present in the test data.
For MSASL and WLASL, we report both metrics due to
the unbalanced samples for each class. For NMFs CSL and
SLR500, we report per-instance metric with an equal number
of samples per class.

C. Comparison with State-of-the-art Methods
In this section, we compare our method with previous

state-of-the-art methods on four public benchmarks, including
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TABLE III
COMPARISON WITH STATE-OF-THE-ART METHODS ON WLASL DATASET. “†” INDICATES THE MODEL WITH SELF-SUPERVISED LEARNING, AND “∗”

INDICATES THE METHOD UTILIZED FOR LATE FUSION. OUR METHOD ACHIEVES NEW STATE-OF-THE-ART PERFORMANCE ON ALL SUBSETS.

Methods

WLASL100 WLASL300 WLASL2000
P-I P-C P-I P-C P-I P-C

T-1 T-5 T-1 T-5 T-1 T-5 T-1 T-5 T-1 T-5 T-1 T-5

Skeleton-based
ST-GCN [25] 50.78 79.07 51.62 79.47 44.46 73.05 45.29 73.16 34.40 66.57 32.53 65.45
Pose-TGCN [1] 55.43 78.68 - - 38.32 67.51 - - 23.65 51.75 - -
PSLR [5] 60.15 83.98 - - 42.18 71.71 - - - - - -
SignBERT [8]† 76.36 91.09 77.68 91.67 62.72 85.18 63.43 85.71 39.40 73.35 36.74 72.38
BEST [9]† 77.91 91.47 77.83 92.50 67.66 89.22 68.31 89.57 46.25 79.33 43.52 77.65
SignBERT+ [35]† 79.84 92.64 80.72 93.08 73.20 90.42 73.77 90.58 48.85 82.48 46.37 81.33
HP3D [32] 76.71 91.97 78.27 92.97 67.18 89.01 67.62 89.24 44.47 79.97 42.18 78.52
MASA [69]† 83.72 93.80 84.47 94.30 73.65 91.77 74.33 92.13 49.06 82.90 46.91 81.80
Ours 86.43 95.74 87.13 96.17 77.84 93.86 78.42 94.08 51.98 85.44 49.46 84.32

RGB-based
I3D [70]∗ 65.89 84.11 67.01 84.58 56.14 79.94 56.24 78.38 32.48 57.31 - -
TCK [2] 77.52 91.08 77.55 91.42 68.56 89.52 68.75 89.41 - - - -
BSL [7] - - - - - - - - 46.82 79.36 44.72 78.47
HMA [15] - - - - - - - - 37.91 71.26 35.90 70.00
SignBERT (+R) [8] 82.56 94.96 83.30 95.00 74.40 91.32 75.27 91.72 54.69 87.49 52.08 86.93
BEST (+R) [9] 81.01 94.19 81.63 94.67 75.60 92.81 76.12 93.07 54.59 88.08 52.12 87.28
SignBERT+(+R) [35] 84.11 96.51 85.05 96.83 78.44 94.31 79.12 94.43 55.59 89.37 53.33 88.82
Ours (+R) 88.37 95.74 88.72 96.17 82.19 94.61 82.64 94.82 58.06 89.96 55.66 89.62

TABLE IV
COMPARISON WITH STATE-OF-THE-ART METHODS ON NMFS-CSL DATASET. “†” INDICATES THE MODEL WITH SELF-SUPERVISED LEARNING, AND “∗”

INDICATES THE METHOD UTILIZED FOR LATE FUSION. OUR PROPOSED METHOD SHOWS IMPRESSIVE PERFORMANCE AMONG ALL METHODS.

Method

Total Confusing Normal

T-1 T-2 T-5 T-1 T-2 T-5 T-1 T-2 T-5

Skeleton-based
ST-GCN [25] 59.9 74.7 86.8 42.2 62.3 79.4 83.4 91.3 96.7
SignBERT [8]† 67.0 86.8 95.3 46.4 78.2 92.1 94.5 98.1 99.6
BEST [9]† 68.5 - 94.4 49.0 - 90.3 94.6 - 99.7
MASA [69]† 71.7 89.0 97.0 53.5 81.8 92.6 95.9 98.6 99.9
Ours 75.6 92.1 97.9 59.4 86.7 96.4 97.3 99.2 99.6

RGB-based
3D-R50 [73]∗ 62.1 73.2 82.9 43.1 57.9 72.4 87.4 93.4 97.0
I3D [70] 64.4 77.9 88.0 47.3 65.7 81.8 87.1 94.3 97.3
TSM [74] 64.5 79.5 88.7 42.9 66.0 81.0 93.3 97.5 99.0
GLE-Net [71] 69.0 79.9 88.1 50.6 66.7 79.6 93.6 97.6 99.3
HMA [15] 64.7 81.8 91.0 42.3 69.4 84.8 94.6 98.4 99.3
SignBERT (+R) [8] 78.4 92.0 97.3 64.3 86.5 95.4 97.4 99.3 99.9
BEST (+R) [9] 79.2 - 97.1 65.5 - 95.0 97.5 - 99.9
Ours (+R) 81.0 93.6 98.0 68.3 89.0 96.5 98.1 99.7 99.9

skeleton-based and RGB-based methods..

MSASL. As shown in Tab. I, the RGB-based methods
BSL [7] and TCK [2] achieves better performance than
skeleton-based methods, i.e., ST-GCN [25] and SignBERT [8].
Despite BEST [9] narrowing the performance discrepancy by
utilizing partially available information, there still exists a
margin between RGB and skeleton. Compared with BEST,
SignBERT+ [35] also utilizes upper body and hand poses
as input, achieving better performance with a larger scale
sign pose data during pre-training. Different from designing
various masked strategies, our method learns discriminative
representations of sign pose sequence by contrastive learning,
which outperforms them with 1.32%, 4.42% and 2.80% Top-

1 per-instance accuracy improvement on different subsets,
respectively and achieves new state-of-the-art results.

WLASL. As shown in Tab. III, ST-GCN [25] and Pose-
TGCN [1] show poor performance caused by the insufficient
learning of sign pose data. TCK [2] and BSL [7] transfer
knowledge of extra RGB data to enhance the robustness of the
model and improve performance. Although SignBERT+ [35]
achieves plausible results, our proposed method outperforms
it with 6.59%, 4.64% and 3.13% accuracy increment under
the Top-1 per-instance metric. Moreover, Ours (+R) also
manifestly achieves the best performance, with 4.26%, 3.75%
and 2.47% improvement in WLASL100, WLASL300 and
WLASL2000, respectively.
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TABLE V
THE PERFORMANCE OF DIFFERENT PRE-TRAINING METHODS UNDER THE LINEAR EVALUATION PROTOCOL ON FOUR BENCHMARKS AND THEIR

SUBSETS. “LINEAR” DENOTE THE EVALUATION PROTOCOL. THE “PERCENT” DENOTES THE PROPORTION OF LABELED TRAINING DATA UTILIZED DURING
THE FINE-TUNING STAGE.

Protocol Percent Methods
MSASL100 MSASL200 MSASL1000 WLASL100 WLASL300 WLASL2000

NMFs-CSL SLR500
P-I P-C P-I P-C P-I P-C P-I P-C P-I P-C P-I P-C

linear 100%

SignBERT [8] 58.19 58.32 49.87 50.27 31.54 28.76 52.38 53.17 38.64 38.89 18.24 18.17 52.59 69.89

SignBERT+ [35] 66.84 66.36 59.16 59.89 34.44 32.81 57.36 57.93 45.66 46.28 24.50 24.35 – 71.65

BEST [9] 60.89 61.24 54.67 55.28 30.89 28.54 54.65 55.23 41.86 42.47 21.19 21.38 53.67 70.84

Ours 77.15 76.99 71.16 71.81 48.30 43.96 72.09 73.27 59.58 60.05 32.35 32.49 71.3 94.3

NMFs CSL. As shown in Tab. IV, we compare with
previous methods under different subsets, in which “Normal”
denotes easily distinguishable sign words, while “Confusing”
denotes more challenging words. GLE-Net [71] enhances
the discriminative clues from global and local views. Sign-
BERT [8] and BEST [9] design different masking strategies
as pretext tasks with the multi-source sign data to obtain
promising performance. Compared with them, our method
achieves better performance with 7.1%, 10.4% and 2.7% Top-
1 accuracy improvement and new SOTA results.

SLR500. In Tab. VI, the deep learning methods [8], [9],
[15], [73] all show comparable results compared with the
methods based on hand-crafted features [75], [76]. Among
them, the self-supervised methods, i.e., SignBERT [71], Sign-
BERT+ [35] and BEST [9], improve the performance by
learning latent contextual cues with different masked strate-
gies. Compared with these self-supervised methods, i.e., Sign-
BERT [71], SignBERT+ [35] and BEST [9], our method
still achieves impressive performance among skeleton-based
methods, achieving 96.9% Top-1 accuracy under the skeleton-
based setting.

More Discussion. It is observed that the improvement
of Ours (+R) method is only 0.01% on MSASL100 com-
pared with SignBERT (+R) [35]. We believe that this phe-
nomenon is caused by two reasons. 1) In MSASL100 and
MSASL200 datasets, the accuracy of fusion methods, i.e.,
SignBERT+ (+R) [35] and BEST (+R) [9] have reached
close to 90%, approaching saturation with limited room for
performance growth. Compared to this, Ours (+R) shows a
performance advantage on some more challenging datasets,
i.e., MSASL1000, WLASL100, WLASL2000, etc. 2) In the
late fusion strategy, we employ the same pre-trained I3D
model to ensure a fair comparison with previous methods.
Consequently, the performance of Ours (+R) is somewhat
constrained by the bottleneck in the capabilities of RGB-based
methods.

D. Different Evaluation Protocols

In this section, we introduce more evaluation protocols to
show the performance of our proposed method and provide a
strong baseline for these protocols.

Linear evaluation protocol. For the linear evaluation pro-
tocol, we freeze the pre-trained encoder and add a learnable
linear classifier layer after it. We utilize the whole training

TABLE VI
COMPARISON WITH STATE-OF-THE-ART METHODS ON SLR500 DATASET.
“†” INDICATES THE MODEL WITH SELF-SUPERVISED LEARNING, AND “∗”

INDICATES THE METHOD UTILIZED FOR LATE FUSION.

Method Accuracy

Skeleton-based
ST-GCN [25] 90.0
SignBERT [8]† 94.5
BEST [9]† 95.4
SignBERT+ [35]† 95.4
MASA [69]† 96.3
Ours 96.9
RGB-based
STIP [75] 61.8
GMM-HMM [76] 56.3
3D-R50 [73]∗ 95.1
HMA [15] 95.9
GLE-Net [71] 96.8
SignBERT (+R) [8] 97.6
BEST (+R) [9] 97.7
SignBERT+ (+R) [35] 97.8
Ours (+R) 97.8

Ours Only Motion Only Joint

Fig. 3. t-SNE [77] visualization of feature embeddings. We sample 34 sign
words from SLR500 dataset and visualize the features extracted from our
proposed method and single branches, denoted as “Ours”, “Only Motion”
and “Only Joint”, respectively.

data to train the classifier with SGD optimizer [67]. We set
the total training epochs to 70 and the initial learning rate to
0.01, then reduce it to 0.001 at epoch 50. The performance on
this protocol is shown in Fig. V. Even if only the classifier
is trained, our method still achieves promising performance in
all datasets. Notably, in SLR500 [72] and NMFs CSL [71],
the recognition accuracy attains comparable results to that
of the fine-tuned whole framework, which demonstrates the
discriminative capacity of the learned representations after pre-
training.

Semi-supervised evaluation protocol. In the semi-
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TABLE VII
THE PERFORMANCE OF DIFFERENT PRE-TRAINING METHODS UNDER THE SEMI-SUPERVISED EVALUATION PROTOCOL ON FOUR BENCHMARKS AND

THEIR SUBSETS. “SEMI-SUPERVISED” DENOTE THE EVALUATION PROTOCOL. THE “PERCENT” DENOTES THE PROPORTION OF LABELED TRAINING DATA
UTILIZED DURING THE FINE-TUNING STAGE.

Protocol Percent Methods
MSASL100 MSASL200 MSASL1000 WLASL100 WLASL300 WLASL2000

NMFs-CSL SLR500
P-I P-C P-I P-C P-I P-C P-I P-C P-I P-C P-I P-C

semi-
supervised 20%

SignBERT [8] 52.31 52.42 38.78 38.92 19.28 19.36 24.88 25.02 22.26 22.85 10.37 10.41 43.3 57.6

SignBERT+ [35] 57.07 57.28 44.59 44.75 23.44 24.15 31.40 32.28 26.95 27.60 14.11 13.27 – 60.4

BEST [9] 54.31 54.48 41.89 42.33 21.08 21.24 27.68 28.11 24.82 24.96 12.25 12.46 45.0 59.5

Ours 71.07 72.06 65.12 65.04 39.09 35.07 49.61 49.87 41.02 41.22 21.02 17.89 66.3 95.2

semi-
supervised 40%

SignBERT [8] 62.47 63.24 60.08 61.13 35.36 32.12 55.77 56.03 42.53 43.66 23.54 21.47 52.7 82.1

SignBERT+ [35] 68.65 69.84 64.81 65.26 45.96 43.78 60.30 60.44 49.35 49.79 29.82 27.49 - 83.4

BEST [9] 64.43 65.71 62.31 62.98 42.12 40.41 57.69 58.32 44.31 45.53 26.18 24.88 53.5 82.6

Ours 80.85 80.83 74.54 74.94 51.49 47.41 72.48 73.97 62.57 63.09 36.52 32.49 71.2 95.9

semi-
supervised 60%

SignBERT [8] 69.48 70.03 67.13 67.72 41.28 38.45 64.68 65.43 52.17 52.74 31.84 28.53 59.8 88.9

SignBERT+ [35] 75.52 75.97 71.63 72.16 50.35 47.82 68.89 69.74 61.93 62.41 37.58 34.64 - 89.7

BEST [9] 72.28 72.86 68.85 69.24 48.27 46.58 66.24 66.97 55.79 56.36 35.26 33.58 60.4 89.4

Ours 82.56 82.88 79.76 80.57 59.06 56.42 82.17 82.80 70.66 71.16 44.37 42.76 73.6 96.3

supervised evaluation protocol, both labeled and unlabeled
data are included during training. It aims to train the frame-
work with only partially labeled data to achieve comparable
performance with the one trained with the whole labeled
data. As shown in Fig. VII, we randomly select a proportion
of labeled data to fine-tune the pre-trained framework. It is
observed that as the proportion of labeled data increases,
the performance of each dataset grows at a progressively
slower pace. Finally, we found that utilizing about 60% labeled
data could achieve comparable performance with the whole
labeled data. This result also demonstrates the remarkable
effectiveness of our pre-training framework.

Comparison with other self-supervised methods. We
compare other self-supervised pre-training methods in the SLR
domain, i.e., SignBERT [8], SignBERT+ [35] and BEST [9]
under both evaluation protocols, respectively. As shown in
Tab. V and Tab. VII, our proposed method shows significant
performance gains across various evaluation protocols, which
is attributed to learning consistent and discriminative repre-
sentation during the pre-training stage. In contrast, previous
pre-training methods generally learn frame-wise features and
overlook effectively holistic information present in sign pose
sequences, leading to inferior performance. In comparison
to these methods, our proposed method demonstrates the
effectiveness of learning discriminative representation with
designed spatial-temporal consistency during pre-training.

E. Ablation Study

In this section, we conduct ablation study to validate
the effectiveness of our approach and select proper hyper-
parameters. For fair comparison, experiments are mainly
performed on the MSASL dataset and we report the top-1
accuracy under the per-instance and per-class metrics as the
indicator.

TABLE VIII
IMPACT OF THE DATA SCALE DURING PRE-TRAINING ON MSASL

DATASET. THE “PERCENT” DENOTES THE PROPORTION OF
PRE-TRAINING DATA.

Percent MSASL100 MSASL200 MSASL1000

P-I P-C P-I P-C P-I P-C

0% 69.88 70.97 66.89 67.75 51.37 47.63
25% 80.32 80.99 75.28 76.33 59.06 57.04
50% 83.22 83.75 79.62 80.68 62.82 60.31
75% 84.64 85.19 80.24 81.08 64.57 62.24
100% 86.26 86.63 82.93 83.43 65.22 62.68

TABLE IX
IMPACT OF THE KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER MODULE ON MSASL DATASET.

“W KT ” DENOTES UTILIZING KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER DURING
PRE-TRAINING, WHILE “W/O KT ” DENOTES PRE-TRAINING WITHOUT

THE PROPOSED KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER MODULE.

Modality Knowledge
Transfer

MSASL100 MSASL200 MSASL1000

P-I P-C P-I P-C P-I P-C

Joint w/o KT 81.79 82.13 76.64 77.17 59.22 57.41
w KT 83.75 83.88 80.57 80.93 61.07 59.39

Motion w/o KT 79.74 79.91 73.83 74.26 56.63 53.95
w KT 81.51 81.60 75.86 76.00 58.58 55.85

Pre-training data scale. In Tab. VIII, we investigate the
effect of the pre-training data scale. The first row denotes the
proposed framework is performed without pre-training. It is
observed that the performance gradually increases with the
increment in the proportion of the pre-training data scale. The
result demonstrates that our method is promising to the pre-
training for large-scale data.

Pre-training with different modalities. In the first row
of Tab. X, we pre-train our framework with three settings:
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TABLE X
IMPACT OF DIFFERENT MODALITIES AND DIFFERENT POSE STYLES DURING PRE-TRAINING ON MSASL DATASET. “ONLY JOINT” AND “ONLY MOTION”
DENOTE THAT OUR METHOD IS PRE-TRAINED WITH JOINT AND MOTION MODALITY, RESPECTIVELY. “JOINT+MOTION” INDICATES PRE-TRAINING OUR

METHOD WITH BOTH MODALITIES. “UNIFIED HAND & TRUNK” DENOTES TO EXTRACT THEM AS A SINGLE FEATURE, WHILE “SEPARATE HAND &
TRUNK” DENOTES TO EXTRACT THE FEATURES OF HAND AND TRUNK POSES SEPARATELY.

Pose Style Pre-Train
Modality

MSASL100 MSASL200 MSASL1000

P-I P-C P-I P-C P-I P-C

Unified
Hand & Trunk

Only Joint 81.32 81.54 77.35 77.89 58.54 55.74
Only Motion 79.35 79.67 71.75 72.26 55.41 52.65
Joint+Motion 82.95 83.31 79.29 80.16 60.37 58.23

Separate
Hand & Trunk

w/o Pretrain 72.31 72.43 66.81 67.48 52.26 50.10
Only Joint 83.75 83.88 80.57 80.93 61.07 59.39

Only Motion 81.51 81.60 75.86 76.00 58.58 55.85
Joint+Motion 86.26 86.63 82.93 83.43 65.22 62.68

TABLE XI
IMPACT OF THE DIFFERENT GRANULARITY INFORMATION ON MSASL

DATASETS. “HAND” AND “TRUNK” DENOTE THE HAND GESTURES AND
TRUNK POSE. THE LAST ROW DENOTES OUR PROPOSED METHOD.

Granularity MSASL100 MSASL200 MSASL1000

Hand Trunk P-I P-C P-I P-C P-I P-C

✓ 82.96 83.36 79.10 79.27 58.05 55.37
✓ 55.61 53.82 44.81 44.96 26.97 24.12

✓ ✓ 86.26 86.63 82.93 83.43 65.22 62.68

only joint branch, only motion branch and jointly both
branches (Ours). We set the performance under the setting of
“no pre-training” as the baseline. For the former two settings,
the knowledge transfer module is not utilized. We also keep
the same settings in the fine-tuning stage. Compared with the
single modality, unifying both modalities boosts the perfor-
mance in different scale datasets. Moreover, in order to display
the comprehensive representation of our proposed method,
we directly visualize the feature embeddings learned from
pre-training under three different settings with t-SNE [77].
The final results are illustrated in Fig. 3. For both joint and
motion modalities, the representation of our proposed method
is more compactly clustered than each of them. The result also
validates the powerful capability of our method.

Pre-training with different pose style. We further conduct
experiment on the different pose styles, i.e., “separate Hand
& Trunk” and “unified Hand & Trunk”. The former denotes
extracting the features of hand and trunk poses separately,
while the latter denotes extracting them as a single feature.
As shown in Tab. X, the unified feature of hand and trunk
poses causes the degradation of performance in different modal
settings. We argue that the decoupled hand and trunk features
could explicitly mine more sufficient cues from different
granularity and further enhance the holistic representation
of sign pose sequence via the consistency constraint. These
results validate that the fine-grained hand and coarse-grained
trunk poses can effectively improve performance.

Impact of knowledge transfer for single modality. In
Tab. IX, we conduct experiments to validate the effectiveness
of the knowledge transfer module. The “w KT ” means that

TABLE XII
IMPACT OF THE PROPOSED OBJECTIVES ON MSASL DATASET. Lcon

INCLUDES LJ
con AND LM

con IN TWO BRANCHES. THE FIRST ROW DENOTES
A BASELINE ONLY WITH CONTRASTIVE LOSS.

Objectives MSASL100 MSASL200 MSASL1000

Lcon LKT P-I P-C P-I P-C P-I P-C

78.29 78.65 75.35 75.72 57.32 54.25
✓ 81.01 81.45 78.51 78.92 61.74 59.14

✓ 84.94 85.32 81.46 81.93 64.07 62.18
✓ ✓ 86.26 86.63 82.93 83.43 65.22 62.68
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Fig. 4. Impact of the number of neighbors K in knowledge transfer module
on MSASL dataset. The horizontal axis indicates the value of K, while the
vertical axis indicates the top-1 accuracy.

we first pre-train our method with both modalities, then fine-
tune it with a single modality. By combining knowledge
from both joint and motion modalities, the representation
of each individual modality is enhanced, resulting in better
performance compared to relying solely on information from a
single modality. Concretely, the performance of only utilizing
the joint modality improves 1.96%, 3.93% and 1.85% accuracy
under the Top-1 per-instance metric. It also proves that both
modalities contain complementary information to learn more
semantic representation.

Number of neighbors K. The number of neighbors con-
trols the abundance of reliable information utilized in the
knowledge transfer module. As shown in Fig. 4, we explore the
performance of the learned representation with respect to the
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TABLE XIII
IMPACT OF THE LOSS WEIGHTS ON DIFFERENT DATASETS. λJ AND λM DENOTE THE PROPORTION OF THE TWO BRANCH WEIGHTS. THE EQUAL

PROPORTION OF BOTH WEIGHTS IS BENEFICIAL TO OUR FRAMEWORK.

Weights MSASL100 MSASL200 MSASL1000 WLASL100 WLASL300 WLASL2000 NMFs-CSL SLR500

λJ λM P-I P-C P-I P-C P-I P-C P-I P-C P-I P-C P-I P-C P-I P-I

0.3 0.7 81.77 82.26 77.28 77.87 61.10 58.61 82.34 82.86 72.86 73.17 47.79 46.28 72.4 94.5
0.4 0.6 82.71 82.96 78.84 79.29 62.09 59.51 83.28 83.71 74.53 75.17 49.22 47.68 73.3 95.8
0.5 0.5 86.26 86.63 82.93 83.43 65.22 62.68 86.43 87.13 77.84 78.42 51.98 49.46 75.6 96.9
0.6 0.4 82.87 83.26 79.23 79.76 62.17 59.61 83.84 84.15 75.06 75.79 49.08 47.44 73.8 95.6
0.7 0.3 81.41 81.75 76.85 77.22 60.94 58.29 82.53 82.94 73.24 73.82 48.31 46.57 72.7 94.7

Video 1 Video 2

GT: complex

Joint: clear Joint: highway

GT: sell

Joint: adopt Joint: grocery_store

Motion:  complex

Video 1

Motion:  complex

Video 2

Joint+Motion  :  complex Joint+Motion  :  complex

Motion:  sell Joint+Motion:  sell Motion:  sell Joint+Motion:  sell

Fig. 5. Qualitative results of the effectiveness of different order information. We visualize several samples that the different signers perform the same
sign words. Due to the variability among human characteristics, the static joint modality of sign pose sequences occasionally causes the wrong prediction
results. Different from it, the dynamic motion among different signers is consistent and involves the complementary representation to the joint modality. The
combination of both modalities predicts better results.

sample for the collaboration of joint and motion

GT: taiwan Only Hand: yes

right hand: making a fist

Only Trunk: we

trunk: right forearm crossed in front of chest 

GT: umbrella Only Trunk: hippo

right hand: making a fist 

left hand: making a fist 

trunk: right arm lifted from chest to right shoulder

Only Hand:  year

Ours:  taiwan

Ours:  umbrella

Fig. 6. Qualitative results of the effectiveness of the collaboration between hand and trunk. We visualize the key frames in the corresponding video of the
predicted word under three settings, i.e., “Ours”, “Only Hand” and “Only Trunk”. It is noted that the close collaboration of hand and trunk is essential to
correct the errors of utilizing hand or trunk pose alone. The red color denotes the correct classification.
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TABLE XIV
IMPACT OF DIFFERENT FUSION STRATEGIES ON MSASL DATASET. “AVG.”

IS THE ABBREVIATION OF “AVERAGE”.

Fusion Strategy MSASL100 MSASL200 MSASL1000

P-I P-C P-I P-C P-I P-C

Late Fusion 90.76 91.97 88.82 89.22 74.78 72.18
Early Fusion-Summation 92.43 92.61 89.84 90.23 76.45 73.93

Early Fusion-Adaptive Avg. 92.69 93.07 90.15 90.67 76.74 74.11
Early Fusion-Concatenation 93.74 93.95 91.35 91.79 77.35 74.19

number of neighbors K. The performance gradually increases
with the increment of K. When K is large enough (K ≥
8192), the accuracy becomes saturated. The reason of this con-
dition is that the newly added neighbors are far away from the
center embedding and provide little effective knowledge. This
result validates that reliable knowledge transfer is essential to
representation learning.

Impact of different granularity information. In Tab. XI,
we separately fine-tune our framework with hand and trunk
features and report the performance in the first two rows.
It is observed that the performance of only utilizing trunk
data exists a large margin compared with using hand data.
We consider the reason that the fine-grained hand gestures
contain more useful information than the coarse-grained trunk
pose. The prediction accuracy achieves better improvement via
leveraging both granularity information.

Impact of proposed objectives. As shown in Tab. XII, we
compare the impact of proposed objectives, i.e., intra-modal
consistency constraint and cross-modal knowledge transfer
constraint. The first row shows the performance of pre-training
our method only with common contrastive loss. It is observed
that each objective individually improves the performance. As
leveraging both objectives, our method achieves remarkable
performance gain, i.e., 7.97%, 7.58% and 7.90% for per-
instance accuracy improvements.

Impact of the loss weights. In Tab. XIII, we further study
the impact of the loss weights, i.e., λJ and λM . Concretely,
we keep the summation of the two weights at 1.0 and adjust
their different percentages. It is noted that equal utilization of
joint and motion branches leads to optimal performance.

Different fusion strategies. We explore the diverse fusion
strategies with our pre-trained skeleton-based model and an-
other RGB-based model I3D [70], as shown in Tab. XIV.
Concretely, in addition to late fusion, we employ various
merging strategies for the early fusion of features, i.e., sum-
mation, concatenation and adaptive average. It is observed
that the early fusion strategy is overall better than late fusion
strategy. This result is facilitated by the joint optimization
of the RGB-based model and our pre-trained model during
early fusion. Moreover, different fusion strategies show various
performances on MSASL dataset. The concatenation operation
achieves the best performance due to the independent preser-
vation of features from the different modalities and avoiding
information overlapping.

F. Qualitative Visualization

We provide more qualitative results to demonstrate the
feasibility and effectiveness of our proposed method. As
shown in Fig. 6, we visualize the prediction results of our
method, only adopting hand or trunk, respectively. The similar
hand or trunk pose sequences in different sign words lead to
incorrect results, i.e., right hand making a fist in taiwan and
yes words. Our approach collaborates spatial information, i.e,
hand and trunk, to achieve accurate predictions. Moreover,
we display the results of the same sign word performed by
different signers in Fig. 5. It is observed that the variances
of joint information from different signers lead to wrong
predictions. Different from the joint modality, the dynamic
sign pose motion contains invariant temporal features among
different signers to correct wrong prediction results, which
demonstrates the indispensable of the motion modality.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a self-supervised pre-training
framework to learn instance discriminative representation for
sign language recognition in a contrastive learning paradigm.
Specifically, we excavate sufficient information via spatial-
temporal consistency from two perspectives. On one hand, we
integrate fine-grained hand gestures and coarse-grained trunk
poses to represent holistic sign language meaning. On the
other hand, considering the complementarity between joint and
motion modalities, we explicitly utilize motion information
to fertilize the comprehensive representation. Furthermore,
we design a knowledge transfer module to convey reliable
information between joint and motion modalities to enhance
the representative capacity. Extensive experiments validate the
effectiveness of our method, achieving new state-of-the-art
performance.
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